SUBJECT: Recognition of Jen Sala, Frontier MEC President

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

WHEREAS, Frontier MEC President Jen Sala was elected to her first Union position in the midst of key negotiations that necessitated major improvements after the concessions of bankruptcy; and,

WHEREAS, Jen successfully inspired and mobilized members at Frontier to participate in numerous negotiations support activities, including achieving a 99% “in favor” vote to authorize strike action; and,

WHEREAS, Jen not only succeeded in garnering the support of many members standing strong together, but she also led the Negotiations Committee in achieving life-changing improvements to the Frontier collective bargaining agreement;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Association of Flight Attendants-CWA Executive Board commends Jen Sala for her hard work, dedication and success as a true leader and steward of our Union; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Executive Board expresses our deep, heartfelt appreciation to MEC President Jen Sala for her unfailing support of our Union and her role in elevating our profession overall; and,

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Executive Board wishes Jen continued success in any future endeavors she pursues.

Unanimously Adopted on December 11, 2019